
AGE MILESTONE

BIRTH - 3 
MONTHS

Discriminates speech from non-speech sounds.

Startles to loud sounds.

Quiets or excites in response to novel sounds.

calm and turn towards nearby source of continuous sound (except when screaming or 

feeding).

Decreases or increases sucking behavior in response to sounds.

3 -6 
MONTHS

Moves eyes (and may turn head) in direction of sounds.

Discriminates friendly and angry voices and reacts to these changes in tone of voice.

Attends to music and toys that make sounds (including those out of sight).

Shows excitement at sound of familiar voices approaching, footsteps, running water, etc.

By 6 months will turn immediately to a familiar voice across the room.

By 6 months will turn to source of sound, when hears sounds at ear level.

6 12 
MONTHS

Responds to sound when a source is not visible; will turn to look for this.

Responds physically to music and tries to join in with familiar tunes.

Recognizes words for common items.

Listens with increased interest to new words and attentive to everyday sounds.

By 12 months will immediately respond to own name.

1 2 
YEARS

Follows one-step directions with cues. Follows directions to find two familiar objects.

Points to named pictures in a book.

Listens to simple stories.

Listens to songs and rhymes, and tries to join in.

2- 3 
YEARS

Follows two-

Demonstrates understanding of several verbs by selecting corresponding pictures.

Listens with interest to general conversation.

3-4 
YEARS

Attends to name being called from another room.

Understands simple questions.

Understands most simple questions related to own activities and environment.

Improves listening skills and begins to learn from listening.

4-5 
YEARS

Attends to a short story and answers simple questions about it.

Hears and understands most of what is said at home and in school.

Repeats four digits when they are given slowly.

Readily follows simple commands involving remote objects.

5 6 
YEARS

Repeats sentences up to nine words in length.

Follows three-step directions.

Responds correctly to more types of sentences but may still be confused at times by more 

complex sentences.

LISTENING SKILLS
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PRAGMATICS/SOCIAL INTERACTION
AGE MILESTONE

BIRTH 6 
MONTHS

Responds to voice and sound.

Discriminates between strangers and familiar people.

Varies responses to different family members.

Smiles when spoken to, has a social smile.

Uses babbling for gaining attention and expressing demand.

Establishes eye contact.

6 12 
MONTHS

Responds to name and pats image of self in mirror, smiles at self in mirror.

Coos, squeals and shouts for attention.

Laughs when playing with objects and people.

Tries to communicate by actions and gestures (inc. pointing).

Plays simple social games, such as peek-a-boo.

Copies simple actions of others.

1 2 
YEARS

Repeats actions that made someone laugh.

Engages in parallel play and talks to self during play.

Imitates adult behaviors in play.

Refers to self by name.

Engages in verbal turn-taking.

Engages in simple pretend play, such as talking on a telephone.

bye

Practices intonation, sometimes imitating an adult.

2- 3 
YEARS

Requests permission for items or activities.

Engages in increasingly longer dialogues and makes repairs if not understood.

Participates in simple group activities.

Defends own possessions.

Engages in simple, make-believe activities.

Begins to control behavior verbally rather than just physically.

Helps put things away.

3-4 
YEARS

Takes turns and plays cooperatively.

Relates personal experiences through verbalization.

Separates from primary caregiver easily.

Begins dramatic play, acting out whole scenes.

Shows frustration if not understood.

Expresses ideas and feelings, talks to self to practice conversation skills.

4-5 
YEARS

Uses words to invite others to play.

Uses language to resolve disputes with peers.

Has good control of the elements of conversation.
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LANGUAGE SKILLS
AGE RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

BY 12-15 
MONTHS

Understands instructions in context and 

with cues (e.g., pointing).

May point to pictures in a book when 

named.

Has between 2-10 recognizable words.  

BY 18 
MONTHS

Understands instructions without context 

clues.

Understands simple questions, e.g., 

familiar objects.

Answers yes/no questions.

Makes a choice with intentionality.

Has around 20-60 recognizable words.

Not always understood by unfamiliar 

adults.

question forms.

BY 24 
MONTHS

(2 YEARS)

Begins to understand instructions with two  

important words big

spoon

Understands many words (200-600 words).

Answers more wh- questions such as 

is

Uses at least 60 words. May have 200-300 

words.

Uses phrases with two or more words  

Copies lots of words.

Between 2 and 3 years, is asking more wh-

BY 36 
MONTHS

(3 YEARS)

Understands instructions with three 

important words spoon

under the plate

Understands a range of verbs.

Understands simple wh- questions (who, 

what, where).

By 4 years, is beginning to understand 

By 4 years is able to answer questions 

Has around 1000 words.

Uses phrases with three or more words.

By four years, asks questions such as 

By four years, asks one-

questions.
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WHAT COUNTS AS A WORD?
A WORD THAT IS USED , , AND .
THIS INCLUDES:

Word approximations (e.g., for or moh for .

Symbolic sounds and exclamatory words (e.g, animal sounds, and words like .

Signs and gestures.



AGE SOUND

2-3 YEARS (AS IN NG

4 YEARS L, J, CH, S, V, SH, Z

5 YEARS ZH IN S IN TH

6 YEARS IN

AGE INTELLIGIBILITY

18-24 MONTHS 25-60%

2-3 YEARS 60-75%

4-5 YEARS 75-90%

5+ YEARS 90-100%

SPEECH SOUNDS
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MORE INFORMATION


